
ve a richer life
help you align your wealth, your passions, and your purpose.

et started

Brighton Jones Wealth Management and Financ

Whether you want to save for the future or celebrate today, give back to the community or explore the globe, your va

The challenge is aligning your time and resources to those values, so you can go after the things you truly care abou

For us, protecting and growing your wealth is a foundational part of that journey. But our goal is bigger than your fina

want to be the partner that helps you align your wealth, your passions, and your purpose, so you can pursue the life

Plan now for your family’s future and your business’ success. Start a conversation with one of our wealth advisors in

Washington, D.C. to see what a Personal CFO can do for you.

As your Personal CFO, we develop a deeper understanding of your goals and your life, so that we can provide a

your entire income statement—just as a chief financial officer would for a c


Your Personal CFO

learn more
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Featured in

Insights from Brighton Jones

A Guide to Nike’s Employee Stock
Purchase Plan

Best Practices for T ax Withholding,
Allowances, and Payments
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We’ve built an in-house team of experienced CPAs and tax lawyers and made them an integrated part of our Pers

next desk, rather than down the street, allows us to execute with speed, depth, and br


Tax and Est at e Planning

learn more

Our retirement plan advisors safeguard your business and empower your employees, freeing you from the hidd

retirement plans.


Ret irement  Plan Advisors

learn more
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Posted on 6-25-2019

The Nike employee stock purchase plan allows

participants to designate up to 10 percent of their

eligible pay to purchase Nike stock in a calendar

year.

Posted on 6-25-2019

We have compiled tax withholding tips to help you

reduce the likelihood of owing a significant

payment or, even worse, facing a penalty for

underpayment.
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t takes a team to deliver the wealth management
dvice we would want for ourselves

OUR DIFFERENT APPROACH
our team at Brighton Jones develops a personalized strategic plan just for you that considers how a

ecision in one area of your financial life impacts the bigger picture. That means you no longer need to

erd a group of unrelated wealth, tax, and legal advisors whose interests may not always align with

ours.

read more read more

Receive the latest news, events, and analysis from
Brighton Jones.

learn more
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COMPENSATION COMPLEX FINANCES

RETIREMENT PLANNING LIQUIDITY EVENT LIFE EVENT

Investing is a means to an end.
Our investment principles are focused on managing risk and combining asset classes

efficiently and cost-effectively.

Read more

et’s Talk
Whether you have a specific question, or you’re interested in learning more about how our approach

ould be tailored to your situation, we’d be happy to hear from you. Please feel free to be in touch in

hichever way works best for you.

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY
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